A Night With The Stars Performances

Clere Franklin- *Not For The Life Of Me*

Aaron Sullivan- *Letter From The Refuge*

Aaron Sullivan- *Blue Hair*

Sophia Gutierrez- *I Love Play Rehearsals*

Clere Franklin, Sophia Gutierrez, Aaron Sullivan, Adirana Castillo, Diego Pena, Jacob Rogers,

Keally Garcia, Megan Bell, Nick Schraub- *Run, Freedom, Run*

Lena Patterson- *Still Hurting*

Lean Patterson, Denali Larson- Parachini- *I’ll Never Fall In Love Again*

Denali Larson- Parachini- *I’m Not That Smart*

Lena Patterson, Megan Bell, Nick Schraub, Diego Pena- *Nine Peoples’ Favorite Thing*

**Thespian’s Participating IE’s**

Aaron Sullivan- *Blue Hair*

Clere Franklin, Sophia Gutierrez, Adirana Castillo, Diego Pena, Jacob Rogers, Keally Garcia,

Megan Bell, Nick Schraub- *Run, Freedom, Run*

Lean Patterson, Denali Larson- Parachini- *I’ll Never Fall In Love Again*